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QUESTION 1

You have enabled backup optimization for the RMAN environment. Identify two criteria on which RMAN will skip the file,
if it has already been backed up. 

A. The data file backup is done with multiple channels 

B. The data files is in the read-write mode after being backed up in the read only mode 

C. The backup was taken after the data files was taken offline-normal or is in the read only mode 

D. The data file backup complies with the back retention policy and the backup duplexing feature 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

You created a database with the Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) by using one of the default templates. 

Which tablespace will be the default permanent tablespace for non-system users, excluding DBSNMP and OUTLN? 

A. USERS 

B. SYSTEM 

C. SYSAUX 

D. EXAMPLE 

E. SAMPLE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your database is using a default temporary tablespace that contains the temp01.tmp temporary file. All the users on the
database use the default temporary tablespace. A user issues a query on the orders table and receives the following
error: 

ERROR at line I: ORA-0I565: error in identifying file \\'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/TEST/temp01.tmp\\' ORA-27037: unable
to obtain file status 

What would be the most efficient way to rectify this error? 

A. Add a new tempfile to the user\\'s temporary tablespace and drop the tempfile that produced the error. 

B. Shut down the database instance, restore the temp01.tmp file from the backup, and then restart the database. 

C. Allow the database to continue running, drop the temp01.tmp temporary file, and then re- create it with new
tempfiles. 
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D. Take the temporary tablespace offline, recover the missing tempfile by applying redo logs, and then bring the
temporary tablespace online. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

View the Exhibit. 

You must unload data from the ORDERS, ORDER_ITEMS, and products database tables to four files 

using the External Table Population method. 

You execute the command shown on the exhibit, but only two files have been created. 

Which parameter must be changed so that four files are created? 

A. TYPE 

B. LOCATION 

C. PARALLEL 

D. DEFAULT DIRECTORY 

E. ORGANIZATION EXTERNAL 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the following command that is used to duplicate a database on the same host: 

RMAN> RUN { ALLOCATE AUXILIARY CHANNEL aux 1 DEVICE TYPE DISK; DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO
auxdb SKIP READONLY; } 
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Which two statements describe the effect after the database is duplicated successfully? (Choose two) 

A. The data files of the read-only tablespaces in the target database are not duplicated 

B. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are still defined in new the database 

C. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are changed to online after duplication 

D. The data files of the read-only tablespaces in the target database get duplicated 

E. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are not defined in the new database 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine the following RMAN script: 

RMAN> run { 

debug on; 

allocate channel c1 type disk; 

backup datafile 5; 

} 

Which statement describes the purpose of the script? 

A. The data file is checked for physical corruption and backed up if found clean. 

B. The backup of data file 5 is performed and the interactive messages during the backup are suppressed. 

C. The existing backup for the data file is checked and the backup is performed if there are changes in the data file after
the last backup. 

D. The backup of data file 5 is performed and all SQL statements that are executed during RMAN compilation and their
results are displayed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

In your production database, users report that they are unable to generate reports on an important table because it does
not contain any data. While investigating the reason, you realize that another user executed the TRUNCATE TABLE
command, which accidentally caused the data to be lost. Now you want to recover the lost data of the table without
affecting objects in other schemas. 

Which method must you use to recover the lost data? 

A. Complete Recovery with online redo log 
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B. Complete Recovery with archived redo log 

C. Tablespace Point-in-Time Recovery (TSPITR) 

D. Incomplete Recovery with system change number (SCN) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What two are the prerequisites for enabling Flashback Database? 

A. The database must be in ARCHIVELOG mode 

B. The database must be in MOUNT EXCLUSIVE mode 

C. The database must be opened in RESTRICTED mode 

D. The database instance must be started in the NOMOUNT state 

E. The database instance must have the keep buffer pool defined 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

Which are the two prerequisites before setting up Flashback Data Archive? (Choose two.) 

A. Flash recovery area must be defined 

B. Undo retention guarantee must be enabled. 

C. Database must be running in archivelog mode. 

D. Automatic undo management must be enabled. 

E. The tablespace in which the Flashback Data Archive is created must have automatic segment spaceManagement
(ASSM). 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

You are managing a 24*7 database. The backup strategy for the database is to perform usermanagedbackups. 

Identify two prerequisites to perform the backups. (Choose two.) 

A. The database must be opened in restricted mode. 

B. The database must be configured to run in ARCHIVELOG mode. 
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C. The tablespaces are required to be in backup mode before taking the backup. 

D. The tablespaces are required to be in read-only mode before taking the backup 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

You executed the following command In Recovery Manager {RMAN): 

RMAN>REPORTNEEDBACKUPdays 3; 

What is the output of this command? 

A. a list of files that require a backup within three days 

B. a list of files requiring more than 3 days of archive logs to apply 

C. a list of files that RMAN recommends be backed up only once in every three days, based on low volatility 

D. a list of files for which a backup has already been performed in the last three days and which is required tobe backed
up again based on the high number of transactions performed on them 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Examine the following scenario: The target database instance is running. The most recent backup available for the
target database was taken two days ago. Log files switches have occurred in last two days. The target database is
duplicated on the same host, using the Recovery Manager (RMAN) duplicate command as follows: 

RMAN> RUN { ALLOCATE AUXILIARY CHANNEL aux 1 DEVICE TYPE DISK; DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO
auxdb; } 

Which statement is true about the duplicate database in this scenario? 

A. It contains data till the last backup 

B. It contains all data from target database until the current time C. It contains all data from only the committed
transactions in the target database 

D. It contains all data except that which is used by the transactions in the current online redo file of target database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

What happens when you run the SQL Tuning Advisor with limited scope? 

A. Access path analysis is not performed for SQL statements. 
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B. SQL structure analysis is not performed for SQL statements. 

C. SQL Profile recommendations are not generated for SQL statements. 

D. Staleness and absence of statistics are not checked for the objects in the query supplied to the SQL Tuning Advisor. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) snapshot interval is set to 1 hour. A user of your database notifies you that
the system was slow between 10:00 PM and 10:10 PM, but the Automatic Database Diagnostic Management (ADDM)
analysis for the time period between 

10:00

 PM and 11:00 PM does not show this performance problem. What would you suggest to analyze this performance
problem for the user? 

A. 

SQL Tuning Advisor 

B. 

SQL Performance Analyzer 

C. 

Active Session History report 

D. 

AWR Compare Periods report 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which option must you configure while performing an automated Tablespace Point-in-Time Recovery (TSPITR) by
using Recovery Manager (RMAN)? 

A. New channels for restore and recovery tasks 

B. New name for the data files of the tablespace 

C. Auxiliary name for the data files of the tablespace 

D. Auxiliary destinations for an auxiliary set of data files 

Correct Answer: D 
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